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Eyes

Welcome to
OpenUpScience

Understanding the Eye
What are the different parts of the eye?

from Cambridge Science Centre.

Cornea

This issue is all about eyes.

Do you think box jellyfish have eyes?
Well, although they look very different
to us, they do! But how many?
Count the jellyfish hidden
around this issue
to find out.
Here's the
first one!
Solutions at the back

What do you call a dinosaur with no eyes?
Do-you-think-they-saurus

Pupil
The dark hole in
the centre of the
iris that lets light
into the eye

Lens

A clear flexible disk behind the
iris that lets the eye focus on
objects at different distances

Retina
A layer on the
back two thirds
of the eye
that has light
sensing cells.
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We use our eyes to see the world around us.
Eyes are a complex machine that take in
The
light and turn images into electrical
first person
signals that our brain understands.
to have blue eyes
lived about 10,000
Most animals have eyes, but not all
years ago. All blue
eyes are the same. Some eyes are big,
eyed people share this
some are small, some can see in the
person as a common
dark, some can see colours we can't see
ancestor.
and some can't see colour at all! Explore
the exciting world of eyes in this issue with
puzzles, quizzes and tricks you can play on your eyes.

The clear, thin layer that covers
the front of the eye to protect
the part that we see through

Optic Nerve

Iris
The coloured part of
the eye, which can
be moved to make
the pupil bigger or
smaller

Blind spot

Sends messages
from the retina
to the brain so it
knows what the
eye is seeing

Where the optic nerve goes
into the eye - more on this
later on in the magazine!

Perfect Pupils

Amazing Animals Eyes Spy

Your iris, the colourful part of our eyes, has
muscles that makes the hole that lets light into
your eye, the pupil, get bigger or smaller. This
allows the eye to control how much light enters the
pupil so we can see clearly in different lights levels.

Can you match the close up of the eye to the
animal it belongs to?
Solutions at the back

What to do

1. Find a mirror and go somewhere
where there is a lot of light. This could
be outside or in a well lit room.
2. Hold the mirror close to your face.
3. Close your eyes tight and cover them
with your hands for 10 seconds.
4. Open your eyes and quickly look at
the relection of your pupil in the
mirror. Can you see it change shape?
What is happening?!

Did you know?
Most animals, including penguins,
can change the size of their pupils.
However, penguins can also change
the shape of the lens inside their eye
depending on whether they are on
land or swimming underwater!
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When it's dark, like when you close your eyes, your pupils get
larger to let more light in and when it's light your pupils get
smaller. If you look at your pupils quick enough after opening
your eyes you can see this adjustment.
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We Can See Clearly Now!

After light enters your eye through your pupil,
it hits your lens. The lens is transparent and
bends the light so that it focuses on the retina.

Almost 2,000 years ago, the Roman philosopher
Seneca peered through a glass of water at his
book and noticed that the words were transformed
and the text became clear. Around the
same time, Emperor Nero is said to have
used an emerald as sunglasses to
see gladiators fight better. Later, the
same ideas were used to create the
earliest glasses. Today millions of
people wear glasses to correct
'refractive errors' in their eyes.
Refracton is the abilty of
something see through, like glass,
lenses or water, to bend the direction of light passing through
it. There are two parts of the human eye that refract light; the
cornea and the lens. These two work together so that the light
is focused perfectly onto the retina.
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You actually see
things upside
down, but your
brain flips the
picture around!

It's not just lenses that bend light - other transparent things
like water do too! See the weird images you can create with
this activity!

What to do

Scan this QR code to see one
of our science communicators
experiment with water bending
light.

Solutions at the back

1. Get a glass and fill it with water.
2. Hold the water up to something.
Look through the glass to see the
distorted image.
3. Take a photo of your best
distortion and send them
to us at; openupscience@
cambridgesciencecentre.org
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Lens

1. What was the name of the philosopher who first
noticed things looked clearer through water?
A. Seneca
C. Pythagoras
B. Nero
D. Thales
2. What did the Emperor Nero use as sunglasses?
A. Diamonds
C. Emeralds
B. Tracing paper
D. Lace
3. What do scientists call the ability of transparent
objects to bend light?
A. Bendability
C. Reflection
B. Refraction
D. Subtraction
4. What two parts of the eye bend light?
A. Retina and Lens
C. Lens and Cornea
B. Pupil and Cornea
D. Retina and Pupil

Blind Spot

Two eyes working together

This is the blind spot. It's where the optic
nerve enters the eye, leaving a gap in the
retina. The retina senses light
entering the eye, and a gap in it leaves
a small spot in your vision where you cant
see. Find yours with this experiment.

Having two eyes, or having binocular vision, lets
us judge the distance between things. This is
called depth perception. Test your depth
perception with these two experiments.

Pencil test - What to do

What you’ll need
• A peice of paper
or card
• A pen
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1. Draw a cross and a dot on your piece of
paper or card like in the image below.
2. Hold the paper or card at eye level at an
arms length away with the cross on the
right side.
3. Close your right eye and look at the cross
with your left eye. You will still be able to
see the dot.
4. Very slowly bring the piece of paper
towards your face. Focus on the cross, but
be aware of the dot. At one point the dot
will disappear and then reappear as you
bring the paper closer. This is your blind
spot!
Octopuses have a very similar eye
structure to us except they dont
have a blind spot! The optic nerve
sits underneath the retina
rather than going through
it. This means it
doesn't have the gap
causing a blind
spot.
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What to do

1. Hold one pencil in each hand by pinching
the end of each pencil.
2. Stretch your arms out in front of you.
3. With both eyes open, quickly bring
together the points of the pencils.
4. Next close one eye and try to quickly
bring the points of the pencils together
again. Which was easier?

Penny drop - What to do

What you’ll need
•
•
•
•

Two pencils
A penny
Cup
A friend

1. Sit opposite your friend and have your friend put a cup
about 50cm in front of you.
2. Have your friend hold a penny in the air (about 50cm off
the table).
3. Have your friend move the penny around the table.
When it is above the cup, say 'drop it'. Your friend will
drop the penny. See if it gets into the cup.
4. Repeat step 3 with one eye closed. Did it make it into the
cup? Experiment with sitting different distances apart.

Hole in the Hand!

Puzzle solutions
If you have any questions or want to send us a
photo of your experiments, drop us an email at
openupscience@cambridgesciencecentre.org

You have two eyes, but you only see one image
because your brain puts the information from
both eyes together. But what does the brain do
if your eyes receive two different images?

What you’ll need

What to do
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1. Roll the sheet of paper into a tube
lengthwise and secure with tape.
2. Take the tube in your right hand and
hold it up to your right eye.
3. Place your left hand, palm towards
you, against the left side of the tube,
about half way down. Your hand
should appear to have a hole in it!

There are some truely wild eyes
out there!

• A sheet of A4
paper
• Sticky tape

Did you know?
Just like most of us have a hand that we prefer to use
for writing - left or right handed - we also usually have a
dominant eye. This doesn't mean our eyesight is better
in this eye, but the dominant eye provides slightly more
information to the brain about what we are seeing.

Stretch your arms out in front of you and make a
triangle with your fingers and thumbs. With both
eyes open, focus on a distant object. Close one of
your eyes. If the object stays centred, the eye open
is your dominant eye.

reflective crystals like mirrors
behind its retinas. These reflect
incoming light in the daytime
and reflect light onto the retina
at nightime, meaning they act as
sunglass and as night vision. This
helps a crocodile ambush its prey.
A chameleons eyes can move
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What is happening?!
One of your eyes sees a hole, the other
sees a hand. Your eyes and your brain
add the two images together, creating a
hand with a hole in!

A crocodiles eyes has layers of

independently of each other
which means it can look in two
directions at once! This helps a
chameleon avoid predators.
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We Can See Clearly Now Solutions
1. A

2. C

3. B

4. C

Did you find all the jellyfish? Despite not
having a brain, box jellyfish actually have
24 eyes! Four of those eyes always peer
upwards out of the water, which allows
the jellyfish to find their way around the
mangrove swamps where they live.

This issue has been kindly
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Find out what else we’re up to:
@camsciencecntr
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@camsciencecntr
openupscience@
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Cambridge
Science Centre
is all about
empowering young
people to discover
science for themselves
through hands-on acitivies.
Take a look at our website for our
centre opening times, events and all
the other exciting things we do!

Spark, Ignite,
Fuel, Illuminate

www.cambridgesciencecentre.org

Tell us what
you think!
We always want
to improve,
so let us know
what you liked or didn't like about this
issue!

Scan me

